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DUALITY RELATIONSHIPS FOR ENTROPY-LIKE
MINIMIZATION PROBLEMS*

J. M. BORWEIN- AND A. S. LEWIS,:

Abstract. This paper considers the minimization of a convex integral functional over the positive cone
of an Lp space, subject to a finite number of linear equality constraints. Such problems arise in spectral
estimation, where the objective function is often entropy-like, and in constrained approximation. The
Lagrangian dual problem is finite-dimensional and unconstrained. Under a quasi-interior constraint
qualification, the primal and dual values are equal, with dual attainment. Examples show the primal value
may not be attained. Conditions are given that ensure that the primal optimal solution can be calculated
directly from a dual optimum. These conditions are satisfied in many examples.
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1. Introduction. A number of authors have recently considered dual approaches
to the solution of optimization problems of the form

inf f 4,(x( t)) dt
T

(EP)
subject to Ax b,

x>--O, xLp(T).

Here, (T, dt) is a o--finite measure space, 1-<p=<oe, b :E- (-ee, oe] is convex, and
A: Lp - En is continuous. Such problems arise in a number of areas. When (for p <
dp(x)--(1/p)xp we obtain the constrained Lp approximation problem (see [Micchelli,
Smith, Swetits, and Ward, 1985]). These problems appear in the theory of constrained
interpolation [Irvine, Marin, and Smith, 1986], and also as a result of using the Lp
norm as the objective function in spectral estimation problems (see, for example,
[Goodrich and Steinhardt, 1986] and [Ben-Tal, Borwein, and Teboulle, 1988a]). A
number of different objective functions can be used. Typically, they are "entropic" in
form, for instance b(x) -log x [Burg, 1975] and h(x) x log x [Johnson and Shore,
1984]. A survey of common objective functions may be found in [Ben-Tal, Borwein,
and Teboulle, 1988b]. For simplicity of exposition we will only consider the autonomous
case, where the function 4) does not depend explicitly on the variable t. The non-
autonomous case is a simple extension.

Let us denote the function b+6(.[+) by b+ (where 6 denotes an indicator
function [Rockafellar, 1970]). Assuming b+ is a normal convex integrand in the sense
of [Rockafellar, 1968], we can write the Lagrangian dual problem as

sup (th+)*((aTh)(t)) at
T

(DEP)
subject to h n,
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where * denotes convex conjugation and A7 :n_ Lq(T) ((1/p)+(1/q)= 1) is the
adjoint map. It is known (see, for example, [Ben-Tal, Borwein, and Teboulle, 1988b])
that under a suitable constraint qualification the values of (EP) and (DEP) are equal,
with dual attainment.

Suppose now that b+ is closed and essentially strictly convex, so, by [Rockafellar,
Thm. 26.3, 1970], (b/)* is essentially smooth. (We defer precise definitions to a later
section.) Suppose that is optimal for (DEP). Assuming that (AT)(t)
int (dom (b+)*), and that we can differentiate through the integral, we then obtain

(1.1) b-A(((qb+)*)’((AT)( )))=0.

If we now set (t)=((ch+)*)’((AT")(t)), t T, then by [Rockafellar, Thm. 23.5, 1970],

(Ar)(t) 6 0th+(ff(t)), a.e.,

so qb+((t))+(ck+)*((Ar)(t)) Y.(t)(Ar)(t), almost everywhere and, since (6+)* is
increasing, ff >= 0. Thus, by (1.1) 2(t) is feasible for (EP) and, integrating over T, has
the same objective value as the dual and hence is optimal (by weak duality).

The question of when the above assumptions are justified has, to the authors’
knowledge, never been addressed in the published literature on the subject. Since the
derivation of primal solutions is of paramount importance, this question is clearly
extremely significant. The aim of this paper is therefore to give these matters a rigorous
treatment. We begin by deriving the basic duality result from the theory developed in
[Borwein and Lewis, 1988]. We then give some examples to show how the above
assumptions can fail. This will motivate our rigorous treatment of the derivation of
primal solutions.

2. Duality. We will begin by deriving the fundamental duality result.
DEFINITION 2.1 [Borwein and Lewis, 1988]. Let (X, ’) be a topological vector

space, with convex C c X. The quasi-relative interior of C ("- qri C) is the set of those
x C for which cl (C x) is a subspace.

(Here, cl B denotes the closed cone generated by B.) Note that if X is normed,
the weak and norm quasi-relative interiors coincide.

Example 2.2 [Borwein and Lewis, 1988]. Let T be a o--finite measure space,
1 <_- p <_- c, (1/p) + (1/ q) 1 and let X Lp (T), Y Lq (T). Then

o-(X, Y)-qri X+ {xlx(t) > 0 a.e.}.

LEMMA 2.3. Let X be a topological vector space with convex C1, C2 X satisfying
cl C1 cl C2. For any x C1 f’) C2, x qri C1 if and only if x qri C2.

Proof The result follows immediately from the fact that cl(Cl-X)=
Cl [(C2- x). l]

The following duality result may be found in [Borwein and Lewis, Cor. 4.10, 1988].
THEOREM 2.4. Let X be locally convex, f: X - (-, c] convex, A: X - con-

tinuous and linear, b , and P a polyhedral cone. Consider the following dual
pair ofproblems:

inf f(x)

(CM) subject to Ax b + P,

(DCM)
max

subject to

xC,

brh -(f+ 6(. C))*(AA)
AP+.
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If there exists a feasible qri ((domf) C) for (CM), then the values of (CM) and
(DCM) are equal (with attainment in (DCM)).

To use the above result in our case we need to compute the conjugate of certain
integral functionals. We will need the following result concerning normal convex
integrands.

THEOREM 2.5. Let T be a finite measure space, 1 <-p <__oo, and suppose :R
(-oo, oo] is closed, convex, and proper. Define I Lp( T) - (-oo, oo] by Iq,(x)
r qt(x(t)) dt. Then (Iq,)*:Lq(T)-(-oo, oo] is given by (Iq)*=r d/*(y(t)) dt.

Proof For the proof see the corollary to Theorem 2 in [Rockafellar, 1968].
We can now derive the required duality result.
COROLLARY 2.6. Suppose T is a finite measure space, 1 <- p <= , ch -> (-c, o]

with r+ closed and convex, ai Lq( T) for 1, , n, and b ". Consider thefollowing
dual pair ofproblems"

inf I d(x(t)) dt
T

(EPp) subject to I x(t)ai(t) dt bi,
T

i--1,. .,n,

(DEPp)

x>--O, xLp(T),

max bTa--fr (t+)* [ i=1Aiai(t)]dt
subject to

Suppose further that the following constraint qualification holds:
(CQ) There exists a feasible for (EPp) with tr(Lp, Lq)-qri (dom I4 f-) (Lp)+).

Then the values of (EPp) and (DEPp) are equal (with dual attainment).
Suppose furthermore that (0, oo)c dom 4). Then (CQ) is equivalent to requiring the

existence of a feasible dom I4 with (t) > 0 almost everywhere. In particular, if
ess sup x < +oe and ess inf x > 0 then x dom I.

Proof In Theorem 2.4, set X Lp(T) with the tr(Lp, Lq) topology, f= I, C
(Lp)+, A defined by (Ax)=(x, a,)=rx(t)a(t dt for i= 1,..., n, and P {0}. Then
f+6(.IC)=I+ so by Theorem 2.5, (f+6(.IC))*=I+. Also, p+=n, and Ar)t

i=1 Aai, so the duality result follows.
If (0, oo) c dora th then the set K := {x LIess inf x > 0} is contained in dom

(Lp)+. To see this, observe that if x L with ess inf x > 0, then there exist M, e > 0
with e _<- x(t) _-< M, almost everywhere. Since (0, oe) c dom 4, th is continuous on (0,
by [Rockafellar, Thm. 10.1, 1970], and so the set b[e, M] c is compact. Thus, th(x( ))
is bounded on T, and so x dom I.

Now K is dense in (Lp)+ (the proof essentially follows [Rudin, Thm. 3.13, 1966]).
Thus, we have

cl K cl (dom I f-I (Lp)+)

cl ((Lp)+)

(/.)+
=clK,

so cl (dom I4, f’l(Lp)+)=(Lp)+. Applying Lemma 2.3 it follows that if ) (dom I6)Cl
qri (Lp)+ then 9 qri ((dom I4,) f"l (Lp)+), and the result follows by Example 2.2. [3
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In the case where the measure space is nonatomic and totally finite, we can handle
nonconvex objectives (as observed by the referee). Suppose that b+ is lower semicon-
tinuous (not necessarily convex), but that b*+ and b*+* are proper. Then, with A as
before, if we define

h(b):=inf(I q+(x(t))dt.Ax=b, xL1),
T

the domain of h is convex, and h is a convex function. This is a consequence of the
Liapunov convexity theorem [Holmes, p. 108, 1975]. In fact if we define the value
function of the regularized problem,

/(b):=inf{f d*+*(x(t))dt. Ax=b, xL1),
T

then whenever the constraint qualification is satisfied at b, in other words be
A(qri (dom I+)), we have h(b) h(b). This follows from [Rockafellar, Thm. 3H, 1976],
and the fact that the constraint qualification forces h to be lower semicontinuous at
b. In conclusion, our results apply equally well to b as to b**. See also [Ioffe and
Tihomorov, 1968] for similar ideas.

In some common cases the constraint qualification is particularly .easy to check.
The next result gives conditions under which the constraint qualification is no more
arduous than primal consistency. Note that in most applications the ai’s are actually
continuous (at least piecewise).

DEFINITION 2.7 [Borwein and Lewis, 1988]. A set of measurable functions ai"
T R, 1,. ., n, on a measure space T are called pseudo-Haar if they are linearly
independent on every nonnull subset of T.

PROPOSITION 2.8. Consider the measure space [a, fl c , with Lebesgue measure,
and suppose a’[ a, fl ]- are analytic and linearly independent. Then they are pseudo-
Haar on ce, fl ].

(A real function f defined on an open interval in is called analytic if it is
represented locally by an absolutely convergent power series at any point in the interval,
cf. [Bochner and Martin, 1964].)

Proof We will show that if a real function f is analytic on an open interval
T a,/3 ], and is not identically zero on a,/3 ], then it has at most finitely many zeros
on [a,/3]. The result then follows immediately.

Suppose f has infinitely many zeros on [a,/3]. By compactness, there exists a
sequence x - Xo a,/3 as oo, with f(x) 0, x Xo, for 1, 2, . Since f is
analytic, for some 6>0 there is an absolutely convergent power series f(x)=
Y,=o c,(x-xo)", for x N(xo). Suppose the c,’s are not all 0, and let c, be the first
nonzero coefficient. Then

f(x) (x- Xo) c,, + (x- Xo) 2 c,(x Xo) n-m-1
n=m+l

for x N(xo). Since the series Yn=,+l cn(x-Xo) "-"- converges absolutely on N(xo),
by a standard power series result it converges uniformly on N/2(Xo), so in particular
it is continuous at )Co. We then have

0 X XO) my(Xi

c + (x, Xo) E c. (x, Xo) ,
n=m+l

and letting oo implies c,, 0, which is a contradiction.
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Thus, c/1 0 for all n, so f(x)= 0 on N(xo). But 0 is an analytic function on the
domain T which agrees with f on N(xo), so by [Bochner and Martin, Thm. 4, Chap.
II, 1964], f-= 0 on T. This is a contradiction.

The following result shows essentially that if the constraint functions ai are
pseudo-Haar and (EPp) is consistent for any 1 <_-p <=oe then there is in fact a feasible
9 in the norm interior of (Loo)+. In the case when (0, oe)c dom b, 9 clearly satisfies
the constraint qualification, so the result shows that the constraint qualification is
always satisfied for a consistent primal (providing 0 is not the only primal feasible
solution).

THEOREM 2.9. Suppose T, 1 is afinite measure space and 0 <- x Lp( T) is nonzero
(1 <-_ p <-_ o). Suppose further that ai Lq (T), 1, , n, are pseudo-Haar. Then there
exists a y L( T) and e > 0 with y( t) >- e almost everywhere and (x, ai) (y, a), each i.

Proof Since 0 x _-> 0, there exists T1 c T with (T) > 0 and a 6 > 0 such that
x(t) _-> 6 almost everywhere on T. We claim that

(2.10) uai dtz u Lo( T1)
T

Suppose not. Since the left-hand side is clearly a subspace, there exists , 0 such that

i=1 ,i -, uai d/x 0, for all u L(T1). This implies i= Aiai(t) 0 almost everywhere
on T, which contradicts the fact that the a’s are pseudo-Haar. Thus, (2.10) holds.

Now define

C ua dx u Lo(T), u Iloo < /2
T

Since, by (2.10), PC =N/l, it follows that 0int C [Rockafellar, Cor. 6.4.1, 1970].
Let us now define a sequence of functions (x,)c Lo(T) by

m, if x(t)> m,

--<--x(t)<--_m,
x,,(t)

x(t), if
1

11
if x(t) <--.

For p < we have

P < x(t)p dl + dl -0, as m -,
and in the case p =oe, clearly Ilx,,-xllo_-< 1/m, for rn large. Thus, ((x,-x, a))"__
as rn- oe, and so, since 0int C, for m> 1/3 sufficiently large, ((x,,-x, a)i"= C. It
then follows that (x,,-x, ai)= (v, ai), each i= 1,..., n, for some v Lo(T)with
3/2 and v(t)= 0 almost everywhere on T.

Finally, set y= x,,-v. Then y L(T), and almost everywhere on T, y(t)=
x,,(t)_>-l/rn. On T we know x( t) _-> 6 > l/ rn almost everywhere, so x,,(t)
min {x(t), m}_-> 3, almost everywhere. Since v(t)<-_ 3/2 almost everywhere it follows
that y(t)>= 3/2 almost everywhere on T. The result now follows.

For a given set of constraint functions a, i= 1,. ., n, the question of for what
b’s the problem (EPp) is consistent is known as the extendibility problem. Simple
conditions are known, for example, when T=[0, 1] with Lebesgue measure and
ai(t) i- (one ofthe "classical" moment problems), and for the case when T [-Tr,
with Lebesgue measure and {al(0), , aZk+l( O)} {1, COS 0, sin 0,. , cos kO, sin kO}
(the trigonometric moment problem). See, for example, [Karlin and Studden, 1966]
and [Ben-Tal, Borwein, and Teboulle, 1988b] for more information.
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PROPOSITION 2.11. If dp+ is strictly convex on dom b/, then any optimal solution
to (EPp) is unique.

Proof. If b+ is strictly convex on dom b+ then so is 16/ on dom 16/. To see this,
suppose Xl,X2dom I6/, with Xl # x2, and 0< y<l. By strict convexity of b+,
3,b+(Xl(t))+(1-3,)qb+(XE(t))<=ch+(/xl(t)+(1-3,)x2(t)), with strict inequality on a
nonnull set. It follows that /I/(xl)+(1-3,)I,/(x)<I/(/Xl+(1-3,)x). The result
now follows. [3

3. Examples. In the course of the derivation of a primal solution described in 1,
the crucial step was differentiating through the integral in the dual objective function
to obtain (1.1). The following example shows clearly the sort of difficulties that can
occur.

For 1 -< p < 2, consider the convex integral functional I Lp[O, 1 - (-o% oo] defined
by

I(x)
log x(t) dt, x(t) > 0 a.e.,

+oo, otherwise.

By [Rockafellar, Thm. 22, 1974], yOI(x) if and only if y(t)O(-log)(x(t))=
{-1Ix(t)}, almost everywhere, for x(t)> 0 almost everywhere. With a slight abuse of
notation, let us denote the function that is identically equal to one by 1. Then
cI(1) {-1}, so ! has a unique subgradient at 1.

Now define hLp[O, 1] by h(t)=l/x/. For any e>0, 1-e/V_-<0 on a
set of nonzero measure, so I(1 (e/x/)) +oo. Thus, the directional derivative
I’(1;-h) +oo.

On the other hand, we have

log 1 + dt

It is straightforward to check that as e$0, (l/e)log (l+(e/x/7))’(1/x/), so by the
monotone convergence theorem, I’(1; h)--Jlo (1/x/) dr=-2.

Thus, ! has no Gateaux derivative at 1 although it has a unique subgradient there.
The choice of space is clearly important here. In the case p=oo, we have 1
[1" [l-int (dom I), and it is easy to see that I is I[" I}-continuous at 1. Thus, in this
case the Gateaux derivative does exist" VI(1) -1 (see, for example, [Holmes, 1975]).

Simple examples show that even when the constraint qualification is satisfied we
cannot necessarily expect primal attainment in (EPp).

Example 3.1. Consider the following semi-infinite linear program"

inf x(t) dt

subject to tx(t) dt 1, x >-0, x e Lp[O, 1].

In this problem (x) x, so (4+)*(y) supeo {xy x} (y (-oo, 1 ]). Thus, the dual
problem is

max , (a1 (-, 1 ]) de

subject to I eN.

The optimal dual solution is clearly I 1, giving value 1. The constraint qualification
is clearly satisfied by (t)= 2, so the primal value is also 1, by Corollary 2.6. However,
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since x(t)> tx(t) almost everywhere, 1o x(t) dt > 1o tx(t) dt 1 for any feasible x, so
the optimal value is not attained (for any 1 <-p _-< o).

The above behavior can be observed even when the function b is essentially
strictly convex.

Example 3.2. Consider the following problem:

inf dt

subject to x(t) sin dt 1, x >- 0, x Lp[0, 2-].

In this case 4(x) l/x, x>0, and oe otherwise. Thus, (4+)*(y) SUpx>o {xy-(1/x)},
so by differentiation,

(b+),(y) {-2v-y, y-<0,, otherwise.

The dual problem therefore becomes

iomax I- (-2-I sin t) dt

subject to -I sin 0 a.e. on [0, 2], I e .
The only dual feasible solution is X =0, so the dual value is 0. The constraint
qualification is satisfied by

(t) {’ 0t<

t2,

since

’- 1
(t) sin tdt [-cos 0]+ [-cos 012 1.

Thus, the primal value is also 0, by Corollary 2.6, or direct computation. However,
this value clearly is not attained.

In both of the above examples the function (4+)* is differentiable on the interior
of its domain, but the manipulation described in the introduction is manifestly invalid
since there exists no primal optimal solution. Our last example shows how attainment
in the primal problem can depend on the choice of space for the primal variables.

Example 3.3. Consider the following problem:

inf dt

Iosubject to tx(t) dt 1, x _>-0,

In a similar fashion to Example 3.2, the dual problem is

max A- (-2/-At) dt

x6 Lp[O, 1].

subject to -At >-O, a.e. on [0, 1], A R.
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This is equivalent to max {h +[h =< 0}. By differentiation, the .optimum occurs at
4---, giving a dual value of-.
The constraint qualification is again satisfied by, for instance, :(t)= 2, almost

4everywhere on [0, 1 ]. The primal value is therefore also . The manipulation described
in the introduction (differentiating the dual objective function) may now be performed,
at least formally, to obtain (t)= 3/2x/. It may be checked that ff satisfies the primal
constraint and has value . Thus, it is optimal, at least for 1 =< p < 2, and by Proposition
2.11 it is the unique primal optimal solution. However, Lp[O, 1] for 2=< p_-<, so
for these values of p there exists no primal optimal solution (otherwise we would
obtain a contradiction to Proposition 2.11). Note finally that the question of primal
attainment for this problem is not affected by the addition of the extra constraint

1o x(t)dt 3, since ff remains feasible. This provides a counterexample whose con-
straints are in the form of a standard moment problem.

4. Primal solutions. We shall now give a rigorous treatment of conditions ensuring
the existence of a primal optimal solution. We begin with some simple results aimed
at identifying the domain of the functional I,.

PROPOSITION 4.1. The function (05+)* :E- (-o, ] is monotone increasing.
Proof The result follows immediately from the definition:

(4+)*(Y) sup {yx 4 (x)}.

LEMMA 4.2. Suppose b :- (-, ] with oh+ closed, convex, and proper. Define
d := limx_ (ck(x)/x) (this limit exists). Then el (dom (b+)*) (-c, d].

Proof Define q(x)= 4+(x)-y(x). Then by [Rockafellar, Cor. 13.3.4, 1970], y
cl (dom (b+)*) if and only if (q0+)(z) => 0, for all z. By [Rockafellar, Thm. 8.5, 1970],

q( v + Az) 6( v)(q0+)(z) lim

4+( v + Az) 4+( v) yXz
lim

=(-yz,

for any vdom4+ and for z>O. For z<O, (O0+)(z)=+oe, and (00+)(0)=0.
Thus, (q,’O+)(z) _-> O, for all z, if and only if y<-d. The result now follows by
Proposition 4.1. [3

LEMMA 4.3. Suppose ck is as in Lemrna 4.2. Thefunctional I+." L( T) -. (-c, ]
is I]" ]]w-continuous at any y L( T) for which ess sup y < d.

Proof There exist M > 0 and e > 0 such that -M <= y(t) <_- d e, almost everywhere
on T. By Lemma 4.2, int (dom (4+)*)= (-c, d), so (4+)* is continuous on this set,
by [Rockafellar, Thm. 10.1, 1970]. It follows that (b+)* is uniformly continuous on
[-2M, d-(e/2)]. Thus, if y,-y uniformly on T, (ch+)*(y,(t))(ck+)*y(t) uniformly,
and so I,(yn)- I,(y), as required. Alternatively, it is sufficient to observe that I is
bounded above on some neighborhood of y [Holmes, 1975]. [3

We will use the following ideas from [Rockafellar, 1970].
DEFINITION 4.4. A proper convex function f’R" (-c, c] is essentially strictly

convex if f is strictly convex on every convex subset of {x[Of(x) }.
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Note that if n 1, f is essentially strictly convex if and only iff is strictly convex
on domf This follows from the fact that if f: n__> (_, ] is convex, the only way
in which it can fail to be strictly convex on domf is if it is actually affine on some
line segment. To see this, suppose f is not strictly convex on domf Without loss of
generality suppose f(O)=f(xo)=O for some Xo0, and that for some 0<Ao<l,
f(AoXo) 0. Convexity implies f(Axo)<= 0 for all 0=< A =< 1, so suppose we have strict
inequality for some A, and without loss of generality suppose 0 < A < Ao. We then have

0 =f(hoXo)

\ _/(Xo))
=\l-A]f(Ax)+ 1-A

f(xo)

<0,

which is a contradiction. Thus, f(x)= 0 on [0, x0].
However, if f is essentially strictly convex then it is certainly strictly convex on

ri (domf)c{xlOf(x)qb}, and the above argument then shows it must be strictly
convex on domf (provided n 1).

DEFINITION 4.5. A proper convex function f: n
_
(-o, ] is essentially smooth

iff is differentiable on int (domf) 4, and IlVf(x )ll-, whenever (xi)c int (dom/)
with xi- some x in the boundary of domf

THEOREM 4.6. Iff (--C, C] is closed, proper, and convex, then f is essentially
strictly convex if and only iff* is essentially smooth.

Proof For the proof see [Rockafellar, Thm. 26.3, 1970].
The following result gives conditions for dual solutions to be unique.
THEOREM 4.7. Consider theproblem (DEPp) ofCorollary 2.6. Suppose {al," ",

is linearly independent and oh+ is essentially smooth. Then any optimal solution is unique.
Proof Suppose A /2 are both optimal solutions of (DEPp). The two functions

=1Aa(t) dom (b+)* almost everywhere,j 1, 2. Since the a’s are linearly indepen-
dent, they differ on a nonnull subset of T, T1 say. By Theorem 4.5, (b+)* is strictly
convex on dom (b+)*, so if we set/3 =-/1 ql-1/2A2, then

almost everywhere, with strict inequality on T1. It follows that A3 is an improvement
on A and A 2, which is a contradiction. [3

We are now ready to prove our main result. We shall be concerned specifically
with the dual pair (EP1) and (DEP1), so the primal variable will lie in L(T). In this
result we shall give conditions allowing us to obtain the primal optimal solution by
differentiating the dual objective function at the optimum, as described in the introduc-
tion. This function involves the convex functional I6z:L(T)- (-c, c], whose sub-
gradients lie in L(T). We shall use the results in [Rockafellar, 1971] to decompose
such subgradients into their singular and continuous (lying in LI(T)) parts. Finally,
we shall find a condition ensuring the singular part vanishes, which will lead to the
desired conclusion. The result could alternatively be proved by a direct differentiation
argument (see [Ben-Tal, Borwein, and Teboulle, 1988b]), but we shall use the ideas
from our proof again in the last section.
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THEOREM 4.8. Consider the dual pair ofproblems (EP1) and (DEP1). Suppose that
all the assumptions of Corollary 2.6 are met, and that b+ is strictly convex on dom b+.
Let be dual optimal. Suppose finally that the following assumption is satisfied"

(4.9) d := lim
b(x)
>ess sup ha.

xc X i=1

Then the unique primal optimal solution is given by

:(t) ((b+)*)’( i:1 iai(t)).
Proof By Corollary 2.6 we know that the primal and dual values are equal, with

dual attainment. Let us denote the constraint map by A" L(T)-> ", so (Ax) (x, a),
each i. The adjoint map AT", -> L(T) is therefore defined by ArA 2i=1Aiai. It is
thus -]]. []oo continuous, so we can define ATT" L(T)-, and we will have
ATTI L,( T) A.

The dual objective function is -g(h), where g" --> (-oo, oo] is defined by g(h)=
-bTA+I(ATA), and since is dual optimal, OOg(). However,
range (AT) and I: is continuous at this point, by (4.9) and Lemma 4.3. It follows by
[Borwein, Thm. 4.1, 1981] or [Rockafellar, Thm. 19, 1974] that 0g()=
-b+ATT OI(AT), and so there exists/ OI(AT)c L(T) with Arr b.

By definition ofthe subgradient, for all y Loo(T), l(y Ar) <= I(y) I:(Ar).
Thus, /2>__--0, since if not, we could find a y<=AT with 12(y-AT)>O, implying
I(AT)< I(y), which contradicts the fact that (b+)* is monotone increasing by
Proposition 4.1.

We can now apply [Rockafellar, Cor. 1B, 1971] to deduce the existence of a
z L(T) and a singular component , L(T) such that //= z + ,, where z(t)
0(4+)*((Ar)(t)), almost everywhere and , attains its maximum over dom I at A
However, we know AT int (dom I), from which it follows that , 0 (alternatively,
see [Rockafellar, Cor. 2C, 1971]). Furthermore, we know (AT)(t)int (dom (&/)*),
almost everywhere, and from Theorem 4.6 we know (&/)* is essentially smooth. Thus,
zeLI(T), z->0, Az=b, and z(t)=((b+)*)’((AT)(t)), almost everywhere. In par-
ticular, z is primal feasible.

Finally, since &+ is closed,

d+(z(t))+(&+)*((AT)(t))-- z(t)(AT)(t), i.e.,

by [Rockafellar, Thm. 23.5, 1970]. Integrating over T gives

I6+(z) + I+(Ar) (z, A

(Az):r]
=bT,

so z has the same objective value as the dual value, so it is optimal by weak duality.
Uniqueness follows by Proposition 2.11.

5. Special cases. The last result of the previous section (Theorem 4.8) showed
that under suitable conditions, if the dual optimal solution satisfied the condition
that ess sup i--1 iai < d, where d was defined to be limx_, (4,(x)/x), we could obtain
the unique primal solution by differentiating the dual objective function. If d then
this condition is clearly no restriction. However, if d < o then condition (4.9) may
fail; this is the case, for instance, in Example 3.2. In this final section we shall consider
conditions on b that ensure a priori that condition (4.9) will hold.
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We begin by defining another constant associated with th. Assuming b+ is essen-
tially strictly convex, we know by Lemma 4.2 that el (dom (b+)*)= (-, d], and that
(b+)* is essentially smooth by Theorem 4.6. Let us define (assuming d <

(5.1) c := lim (d y)((b+)*)’(y).
y?d

LEMMA 5.2. Suppose d+ is essentially strictly convex and essentially smooth. Then

(5.3) c lim (d c’+(x))x.

Proof By [Rockafellar, Thm. 26.5, 1970], b_ is one-to-one from int (dom 4+) to
int (dom (4+)*) (-, d), continuous in both directions, and ((4+)*)’= (4_)-1. Note
that since d <, (k, )c dom b+, for k sufficiently large, so expression (5.3) is well
defined. Furthermore, b’+(x) increases to d as x increases to o, continuously, using
l’H6pital’s rule and the convexity of b+. Thus, we have

c lim (d Y)((4+)*)’(Y)
y?d

lim (d 4_(x))((b+)*)’(b(x))
x’

lim (d ch’+(x))x,

as required.
We will now restrict our attention to the case where the underlying measure space

T is a compact real interval with Lebesgue measure. We will need the following lemma.
LEMMA 5.4. Suppose h C[a, ], h(to)=0 for some a <- to<-_, and h is Lipschitz

(or in particular, continuously differentiable) at to. Then 1/ h V: L[a, ].
Proof Suppose first that h is continuously differentiable at to. Define a function

g’[a, /3] by

h(t)/( to), to,
g( t)

h’(to), to.

By L’H6pital’s rule, g is continuous, so by compactness, ]g(t)l<-M for all t[a, fl],
for some m. Since h(t)=(t- to)g(t) for all [a,/3], Ih(t)l<= mlt- tol, so h is Lipschitz
at to.

Now assume h is Lipschitz at to, so Ih(t)l<-MIt-tol, for all t[a, fl]. Thus,

1 1

h )-----[ >= M to[ f a, fl ], to.

Since clearly 1/I tol L[a,/3], the result follows.
For the last step in the above argument, it is critical that the underlying measure

is Lebesgue measure (or at least is greater than some positive multiple of Lebesgue
measure). The underlying space is important, too. Consider, for example, T=
[- 1, 1 x [- 1, 1 c 2, with Lebesgue measure. Then 1/Iltll tl (T).

THEOREM 5.5. Let T=[a, fl], with Lebesgue measure, and each ai be locally
Lipschitz (or in particular, continuously differentiable), i= 1,..., n. Consider the dual
pair ofproblems (EP) and (DEP). Suppose that all of the assumptions of Corollary 2.6
are met, and that qb+ is strictly convex on dom b+. Suppose that

(5.6) there exists tx" with txai(s)<d Is[a, fl],
i=1
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where d := lim (x)/ x ), and if d < oe define c := limy,d d y ch+)* )’(y). Suppose
that either d oe or d < oe and c > O. Then the unique primal optimal solution is given
by (t) ((4)+)*)’(2 i"= X iai (t)), where X is a dual optimal solution.

Proof Just as in the proof of Theorem 4.8, we know that 0e Og(A), where g(A)=
-brA +I,(ArA). We can write (5.6) as

range (Ar) 71 cont (Is,) 4,

by Lemma 4.3, so it follows by [Rockafellar, Thm. 19, 1974] or [Borwein, Thm. 4.1,
1981] that Og(A)=-b+Arr OI,(ArA). Thus, there exists fOI4,(Ar.). Applying
[Rockafellar, Cor. 1B, 1971] just as in the proof of Theorem 4.8, it follows that there
exists z L(T) with z(t)O(ch+)*((ArX)(t)), almost everywhere.

The next step is to observe that since (4+)* is essentially smooth (by Theorem
4.6), 0(4+)*(d)= 4. To see this, recall that as y]’ d, ((4+)*)’(y)’oe, by the definition
of essentially smooth, and the fact that, by Lemma 4.2, cl (dom (b+)*)= (-oe, d].
If ueO(b+)*(d) then u(y-d)<-_(c+)*(y)-(c+)*(d), for all y. By the mean
value theorem, given any M>0 there exists y< d with (4+)*(d)-(4+)*(y)
((ch+)*)’(z)(d-y)>-M(d-y), for some y<z<d. It follows that u>-M, which is a
contradiction as M was arbitrary.

Since z(t)eO(ch+)*((ArX)(t)) almost everywhere, it follows that (ArX)( t) < d,
almost everywhere, and so z(t)=((d+)*)’((ArX)(t)), almost everywhere. We know
from Theorem 4.8 that if ess sup Ar < d then ) z is the unique primal optimal
solution, as required. Since the ai’s are continuous on [a,/3], the only alternative is
(A rX)( to) d, for some a=< to<=fl. We will show that, in this case, z cannot possibly
lie in L[a,/3], giving a contradiction. This will complete the proof.

Assume therefore that for some a -< to_-</3, i= ia(to) d < oo. By the definition
of c, there exists e>0 such that (d-y)((ch+)*)’(y)>-_c/2>O, for all d>y>-_d-e. By
the continuity of the a’s, there exists 6>0 such that =Xa(t)>=d-e, for all
t- tol--< 6. Thus,

z(t) ((b+)*)’(,=1Xiai(t))
2(d -27=1Xiai(t))’

for all It-tol--< 6. But by Lemma 5.4, the right-hand side is not integrable (on either
to- 6, to] or to, to + 6]), so z LI[ a, ]. This completes the proof.

Note in particular that condition (5.6) will always hold if one of the a’s is a
nonzero constant function.

We will conclude with a number of examples of typical objective functions b,
taken from [Ben-Tal, Borwein, and Teboulle, 1988b]. Some of these objectives are
taken from the literature, others are new. For each function we give the numbers d
and c of Theorem 5.5. It is easy to check that th+ is closed and essentially strictly
convex in each case.

Examples 5.6.

(i) 4+(x) {-log x, x>0,
oo, x--<0,

-1-log (-y),
(th+)*(y)

y<0,
d =0,

y>=0,
C=I.
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(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

x log x x,
6+(x) o,

(+)*(y)=e y,

O++(x) {;x x->O,

[oo, x<O,

(+),(y)
1

(y+)q,
q

eX-1, x-->O,
4,+(x)

oo, x < O,

y log y-y+ 1,
(+)*(Y)

to,

x>O,
x=O,
x<O,

(with l<p<oo),

y->l,

y<l,

(v)

(vi)

yx-x
+(x) 1- "y

(+)*(y)

0(3,

+(x)={k-/k2-x,

x
iwith 0 < y < 1,

x<O,

y< q,

otherwise, d=,

(vii)

+y2-1), y->O,
(+)*(Y)

0, y < 0,

xlogx-(l+x) log(l+x),
+(x) =/o,

-log (1 eY), y < O,
(+)*(Y)

c, y _-> O,

x>O,
x =0,
x<O,

(viii)
--, x>O,

+(x) x

cx:), xO,

[ 2ff-2--Y,
(+)*(Y)

(oo,

y_<O,
d =0,

y>O,
c--O.

In all of the above examples, + is strictly convex on its domain, and except in cases
(iii), (iv), and (vi) it is also essentially smooth. With the exception of case (vi),
(0, oo)c dom+, so the constraint qualification will simply require the existence of a
feasible ) dom I+ with )(t)>0, almost everywhere. In the case of (vi) it can be
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checked using the results of [Borwein and Lewis, 1988] that the constraint qualification
requires the existence of a feasible with 0< 2(t)< k, almost everywhere. Example
(viii) shows, as we would expect, that the assumptions of Theorem 5.5 fail for
Example 3.2.

Suppose finally that (b+)* is actually continuously differentiable on (, d), as is
the case in all of the above examples. With the assumptions of Theorem 5.5 it then
follows that the unique optimal solution of (EP1), g, is actually continuous on T, so
it certainly lies in Lp for any 1-< p <= oe. Thus, will in fact be the unique optimal
solution for (EPp), for any 1 _-<p-_<oe, and also for the analogous problem posed in
c[c, #].
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